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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
This study dealt with four related tasks associated with data
transmission from a probe prior to entering the atmosphere~of Jupiter to an
orbiting spacecraft in a trajectory past the planet: 1) link analysis and
design, Z) system, conceptual design, 3) doppler measurement analysis, and
4) an electronically despun antenna. For tasks 1, 3, and 4, an analytical
approach was developed and combined with computational capability available
at Hughes to produce quantitative results corresponding to requirements and
constraints given by NASA, ARC. One constraint having a major impact on
the numerical results of the link analysis was the assumption of a nonsteer-
able antenna on a spinning orbiter. Other constraints included the inter-
planetary trajectory and the approach trajectory. Because the Jupiter
Orbiter Probe (JOP) program is current!/ in a state of evolution, all require-
ments and constraints applied during this study arc subject to change.
However, the relationships of parameters as developed here will remain
valid and will aid in planning Jupiter missions. Thus, the value of this
study lies in a combination of th" technical approaches developed and
the quantitative results produced. The above four tasks are treated succes-
sively in the following four sections but brief introductions are presented
here
1. 1 LINK ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Both the probe and orbiter are moving with respect to each other and
with respect to the planet Jupiter; thus, an analytical approach was selected
to allow link capacity to be computed as a. function of time. A-computer
program was employed to calculate aspect angles and distances as a function
of time for each set of mission and trajectory parameters of interest. Also
included in this program are analytical models of antenna patterns and
environmental effects with which the computed geometrical quantities and
other input parameters are combined to simultaneously yield a computation
of link margin as a function of time. This approach allows the effect of
parameters for the communication system, environmental models, and
trajectories to be determined and their relationships developed.
The link margin as a function of time for one set of parameters was
compared with that for another set. For the mission parameters and
constraints given by NASA, ARC (near equatorial flyby and probe trajectory,
periapsis distance = 1.8 R-), a nominal set of optimum antenna and approach
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trajectory para rioters was selected as follows: 1) probe antenna beamwidth =
70°, 2) orbiter antenna beamwiith and peak gain aspect angle (squint angle)
with respect to the orbiter spin axis = 60° and 45°, respectively, and 3) probe
lead time between entry and orbiter periapsis = 26. 7 minutes. For specific
system parameters of 60 watts of probe transmitter RF power, 50 bps data
rate, and probability of error = 10~3 with binary FSK modulation, the link
calculations indicated that the margin will be positive from 20 minutes prior
to entry until approximately 30 minutes after entry with peak link margins
greater than 4 dB.
The approach developed in this study and employed in determining
these parameters and relationships can be applied to other sets of mission
constraints and parameter ranges as they are proposed or set during JOP
program evolution.
1.2 SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
In Section 3, a design concept is presented for a preentry communica-
tion package separate from, but attached to, the probe. In addition to com-
munication, this concept allows instruments, data handling, and possibly
power subsystems to be included. The preentry communication subsystem
discussed in Section 3 produces a discrete carrier with data on a subcarner
which facilitates doppler measuiement Further, provision is made for
transmitting a second carrier allowing dual frequency doppler measurement
which will allow more accurate determination of the electron density in the
ionosphere. This subsystem and support structure for other subsystems has
an estimated mass of 2. 9 kg and is jettisoned prior to entry into the
atmosphere.
1.3 DOPPLER MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS
It may be possible to derive both trajectory and ionosphere content
information from a measurement of the doppler shift. Since current concepts
for the Jupiter probe do not include a transponder, the measurement must be
made from a one-way transmission from the probe to the orbiter. The four
basic sources of error in making this measurement are: 1) uncertainty in
the probe transmitter frequency, 2) receiver tracking error, 3) scintillation
induced error, and 4) received frequency measurement error.
Probe transmitted frequency uncertainty is likely to be the largest
single error source. By proper warmup procedures, a probe transmitted
frequency accuracy ( A f / f ) of 2 x 1 0"9 (1.2 Hz at 600 MIIz) could be achieved.
Receiver tracking error for the assumed maximum doppler rates and worst
case signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is of the order of 1 to 2 Hz, for measure-
ment periods of 0. 1 second. The scintillation error contribution, primarily
through the introduction of an additive pseudo-doppler, introduces additional
error depending on the amplitude and bandwidth of the scintillation encoun-
tered. The combined receiver tracking and scintillation induced error, for
a 0. 10 Hz scintillation bandwidth is estimated at 2. 3 Hz based on present
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scintillation amplitude estimates at entry. Onboard measurement of the
receiver frequency estimate introduces only negTigfble a^dltfioflal error.
1.4 ELECTRONICALLY DESPUN ANTENNA
Communication performance and/or capacity in the probe-to-orbiter
link can be enhanced relative to that achievable with an axisymmetnc
antenna on a spinning orbiter by using an electronically despun antenna (EDA).
This spinning antenna electronically phases the component elements such
that the field pattern is focused into a receiving beam pointed toward the
probe. In conjunction with this study, a methodology and computational
capability was developed for generating conceptual EDA designs and optimiz-
ing them with respect to given constraints and requirements. Thus, although
the design, brief ly summarized below, operates at 400 MHz and is configured
for a particular spinning spacecraft, the approach to EDA design developed
for this task can be readily applied to a different set of conditions and con-
straints to develop an optimum design.
For this task, the EDA was to be designed for the Ames Research
Center, Pionee*- Jupiter Orbiter baseline spacecraft concept of the fall of
1975. Specify requirements were: 1) an operating frequency of 400 MHz,
2) a mimmu- i heamwidth of 50°, and 3) a minimum gain over the beamv/idth
of 7 dB. General design goals were to minimize the impact on the orbiter,
minimize mass, and provide high reliability.
The EDA configuration selected consists of 1Z quadrifilar helical
elements evenly spaced angularly around a 137 cm diameter mounting ring.
The desired field pattern is achieved by activating and properly phasing five
of these elements at a time, turning each element on and ofi once per orbiter
revolution. The estimated mass for the entire EDA including electronics is
7.49 kg. Field pattern analysis indicates that a peak gam of 13 dB is pos-
sible and that a gain greater than 10 dB for tlie majority of the probe mission
can be accomplished.
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2. LINK ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
The objective of the link analysis was to determine the effect of each
significant factor contributing to link performance. In order to achieve this,
a procedure and computational capability was employed to determine link
performance as a function of time. This procedure can be described by
referring to Table 2-1. Mission constraints for this study included 1) an
interplanetary trajectory, 2) approach trajectory inclinations, and 3) an axi-
symmetric antenna on a spinning spacecraft For the simple basic antenna
patterns employed i*> this study, the time variation of link margin was depen-
dent on* 1) the 3 dB beamwidths of the probe and orbiter antennas, 2) the
aspect angle between the orbiter's beam center and spin axis, and 3) the probe
lead time (defined as the period between probe entry into the Jupiter atmo-
sphere and the orbiter periapsis) Other system parameters, which do not
result in a time varying effect on the link, include the transmitter pover,
data rate, required bit error rate, receiver noise figure, and carrier
frequency.
The selected carrier frequency is a factor in all of the environmental
models listed in Table 2-1, and its impact on the communication l ink can be
determined nearly independent of the time varying geometry. Thus, initial
study efforts were directed to determining the effect of the carrier frequency
selection on link performance. Environmental effects influence the frequency
selection: thus, data concerning ionospheric scintillation and synchrotron
radiation noise, which became available at the beginning of this study, were
used together with available information on atmospheric attenuation, Jupiter
thermal radiation, and the relationship between frequency and spacecraft
receiver noise figures to determine the relationship between frequency and
link performance. This resulted in the selection of 600 MHz as a preferred
frequency under the mission constraint of an axisymmetric, non&teerable
antenna on a spinning orbiter.
Other mission constraints which were given by NASA, ARC included
a nominal interplanetary trajectory and a nominal orbiter periapsis distance
of 1. 8 Rj. For these parameters, the link will allow preentry data trans-
mission for t !•»?«* 20 minutes and postentry data transmission for approxi-
mately 30 m- otes. In addition, the effect of the periapsis distance was
investigated v/ith the conclusion that smaller distances result in a larger peak
link capacity but a shorter allowable postrntry transmission period, while
larger distjmces reduce the peak capacity of the link but allow a longer period
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TABLE 2-1 LINK ANALYSIS AND PARAMETER SELECTION
ENVIRONMENT
MODELS
• IONOSPHERIC
SCINTILLATION
• SYNCHROTRON
NOISE
• ATMOSPHERIC
ATTENUATION
• THERMAL NOISE
MISSION CONSTRAINTS
• INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY
• APPROACH TRAJECTORIES (PERIAPSIS DISTANCE)
• ORBITER ANTENWA TYPE
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
• PRE ENTRY VS DESCENT EMPHASIS
• MINIMUM MARGINS
• MISSION LENGTH OBJECTIVES
PRESELECTED
SYSTEM PARAMETERS
« TRANSMITTER POWER
• DATA RATE
• BIT ERROR RATE
• RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE
• CARRIER FREQUENCY
EVALUATE/COMPAHE/ANALYZE
PARAMETER SFLECTIOM
• ORBITER ANTENMA GAIN/PATTERN
• PROCC ANTCNNA GAIN/PATTERN
• VEHICLE RELATIVE GEOMETRY
PHASING (PROBE LEAD TIME)
FINAL
'SELECTION
TIME VARYING LINK
PERFORMANCE COMPUTAT.ONS
(LINK MARGIN)
^•PERFORMANCE
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for postentry data transmission. The numerical results supporting these
conclusions are presented later in this section.
The performance criteria for selecting system parameters were
somewhat arbitrary: they are as follows: 1) peak link margin for both pre-
and postentry should be nearly equal and greater than 3 dB, 2) margin
immediately following entr\ should be greater than 1.0 dP, and 31 t^e period
of positive postentry link margin should be maximized. These criteria
allowed a selection of a nominal set of optimum parameters which gave
comparatively better performance- These selected parameters are as
follows: 1) orbiter antenna beamwidth - 50", 2) orbiter squint angle = 45",
3) probe antenna beamwidth = 70°, and 4) probe lead time = 26.7 minutes.
As mentioned e?rlier in Section I, due to program evolution, the
mission constraints such as interplanetary trajectory, approach trajectories
of the orbiter and probe, and orbiter antenna limitations are subject to
change. In addition, new models of the corpTnumcation environment,
e.-pecially ionospheric scintillation and synchrotron radiation noise, may be
developed or assumed, and the performance criteria may be more specific
and/or different from that mentioned above. Thus, as new requirements,
parameters, and data become available, the time varying link calculation
approach can be used to optimize system parameters. Many of the general
effects of and relationshios between parameters presented here will aid in
further studies.
2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
2.1 .1 Atmospheric Attenuation
Although the emphasis of this study is on oreentry, i.e., that period
of the probe trajectory just prior (20 to 30 minutes) to encountering the
atmosphere, the descent through the atmosphere must be considered. In
selecting trajectory and antenna parameters, both the preentry and descent
phases must be studied together in order that the selected trajectories and
communication system accommodate both phases.
Attenuation of the radio signal in Jupiter 's atmosphere for the
frequency range of interest (400 to 2400 MHz) is due primarilv to absorption
by ammonia and water vapor. Defocusing causes a small additional loss.
The majority of absorption loss is ckie to ammonia: however, estimates of
its abundance in Jupiter's atmosphere vary greatly From Reference 2-1,
estimates of ammonia mass for uie cool and nominal atmosphere models are
0.22 and Oil percent respectively, a factor of two difference. Also in
Reference 2-1 are temperature versus pressure profiles for cool, nominal,
and warm atmosphere models. Recent data from Pioneer 11 indicates that
the atmosphere corresponds to a model near the nominal but between
nominal and warm.
Atmospheric attenuation has been analyzed in depth by Martin
Marietta Corporation and discussed in References 2-2 and 2-3. As an
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example, the r e su l t s of t^os*1 references v .» re used to produce Figure 2-1.
For th is s tudy, the nominal mr>''el was assumed. The corresponding"
est imated descent prof i le togetl'er vitrl the attenuation estimates in
References 2-~ anti 2-3 ^ i c l c 1 t '«c fo l lowing formula for at tenuation, A'
A = f ( 0 . 4 S l f • (0. 722H2-.. ] (0. 02725P - 0. 00022P2)/cosO (2-1)G l i x GH/.J p
where
P = 0. I962t - O .OZoSt"
0 - probo-aspoct anyle
 :
and t is time f rom c n t r ^ in minutes
2. 1.2 Ionospheric Scint i l la t ion
Signal fading due to transmission through the ionosphere of Jupiter
is, for this study, based on the worK of Richard '.V'oo in References 2-- and
2-5 His estimates are derived from' 1) a theoretical analysis of the
fad ing and 2) processing of the radio =ignal from Pioneer 10 corresponding
to a few minutes befo ie and after occultat ion by Jupiter More recent data
from Pioneer 11 ^as led to s imi la r numerical results The theoretical
analysis begins with the assu 'npt ion that the signal amplitude has a log-
normal probabili ty dis t r ibut ion, i. e , that the logarithm of the normalised
amplitude (log-amplitude) is normally distr ibuted. The theoretical expres-
sion for the f requency spectrum of the log-amplitude, based on diffract ion
of the signal, is compared with that determined by processing the recorded
radio signals. Parameters in the theoretical expression are thus deter-
mined, resulting in an analytical expression for the frequency spectrum.
The same analysis for a probe transmitt ing through (' e ionosphere from
below it yields a. similar expression with two common parameters The
variance of the log-amplitude for each of these cases is related to the power
spectra and the expressions for the variance in each case have a common
parameter called the structure constant which is related to the amplitude
fluctuations. For probe transmission through the ionosphere, the variance
is given by
- - 0.308 C K L (2-2)
where Cn is the structure constant determined from radio measurements as
described above, I. is the distance from the probe to the outer extent of
the portion of the ionosphere with scintillation producing irregularities, and
K is the free space wave number = 2 n / / c where / is the carriei f requency
and c is the speed of light.
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It is shown in .Referenrv. 2-- that C is oroportjo^al to / thus
-i (" ' ) . 17'1
_
and also it is shown that for / - 22°2 MHz, Cn lies between 3 3 x 1 0 "" and
5 x 10~8 km~l '3 . U'oo has used the maximum of this range in his esti-
mates. There is evidence to indicate that Ire thickness of the ionosphere
with irregularities is conservatively estimated at 3000 km.
t'sing these values, the standard deviation (rms value) of tie log-
amplitude is given by
,, .11, 12
- 1323 3 r17/12 ( kml (2'3)
'
 323 3 J
 * >
where Lkm is tne transmission path distance in km determined from t'-*e
probe altitude and aspect angle to 'he o~biter. This is the rms value of the
natural logarithm of the normalized amplitude, A Thus, 20 log j^A
represents the fluctuation in f'ecibels, and so
is the rms f luctuat ion in decibels.
This rms value represents fades belov/ che averrge value as well as
signal enhancement above the average value, however, it is the nroblem of
fading that is of concern here, thus, F of Equation 2-4 will be cal led the
rms fade depth. In this study, an allowance or marrn was added to the
link requirements large enough to en=ure that the probability of a fade
greater than this amount is less than 1 percent. For the assumed log-
normal fading of Reference 2-4, thio fade margin, F is given by
F = 2.327 F (2-5)
rms
and hence combining Fquations 2-3, <£-4, and 2-5-
/ I \11/12
F.cle margin = F * (267^7) / i 2 * (2-6)
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where /MHz *s t*ie carr*er frequency in MHz, and Ljtrn is the distance
transmitted through the ionosphere in km. Due to limited supporting
measurement data, there is a factor of 2 or 3 uncertainty in the estimated
fade level, in decibels, given by these formulas.
2. 1.3 Noise Temperature
The noise which degrades the communication performance consists of
the sum of four major sources: 1) synchrotron radiation noise, 2) planet
thermal radiation, 3) cosmic noise, and 4) receiver noise. For this study,
the first three, which are environmental effects, were combined with the
receiver noise. I'or the latter, the relationship between noise temperature,
Tp, ard frequency is shown in Figure 2-2 taken from Reference 2-6. A
number of different first-stage devicrs are shown there, but for this study
a straight line approximation was used passing through the intersection of the
curves corresponding to a standard bipolar transistor and a standard tunnel
diode amp'ifier (TDA). Because of the log-log scale this line is given by
T = keKins (2-7)
The effective noise temperature due t^ synchrotron radiation and
planet thermal radiation depends on the spacecraft antenna pattern and its
orientation with respect to the planet. The current approach to the antenna
pattern is to make it symmetrical about the spin axis of the spacecraft, but
to limit its beamwidth in any plane containing the spin axis. An illustration
of the general pattern is shown in Figure 2-3. A loop-vee antenna implemen-
tation is the current baseline approach to produce this type of pattern.
In Reference 2-7 it is stated that with this type of antenna with beam-
widths of 50° or greater, the planet thermal noise is estimated to be 70 K or
less. It is shown in Reference 2-1 that the dependence on frequencv is small;
thus the constant \ a l u e of 70 1< was u&ed in the computations of this study.
The contribution of cosmic noise is relatively small and is on the" order of
the approximations made here. Thus its contribution can be considered to be
included in this constant term.
Synchrotron noise is due to radiation by relativistic electrons spiral-
ing around Jupiter's magnetic field lines. Measurements were made by
Berge of Jupiter's radiation (Reference 2-8), and these results together with
analytical models, are used by Rasmussen, Grant, and Noble in Refer-
ence 2-7 to compute the effective noise temperature due to this source. A
loop-vee antenna is modeled for their computations and disk brightness
temnerature is included, although it : a relatively pmall factor. The origi-
nal r leasurements were made at 1. -13 and 3 GHz but are converted to any
frequency in the UHF range by a simple/ "^ proportionality factor. Fig-
ure 2-4 presents the results of primary interest from Reference 2-7. Due
2-'
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FIGURE 2 3 TYPICAL PATTERN CROSS-SECTION OF AN
AXISYMMETRIC SPACECRAFT ANTENNA
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FIGURE 2-5 DEFINITION OF DESCENT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS
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primarily to uncertainty in the original data, the curves of this figure are
approximate and hence contribute another element of uncertainty to the
results of this analysis.
The two curves correspond to two positions in a trajectory with
respect to the periapsis and hence correspond to the antenna orientation with
respect to Jupiter The angle <? is defined in Figure 2-5. Probe entry into
the atmosphere corresponds most closely with <P - 65° while periaps-ts
occurs near </> - 100°. As mentioned above, the noise temperature due to
thermal radiation contributes approximately 70 K or less to the values of
Figure 2-4. Subtracting this amount, the synchrotron noise temperature, Ts,
is given approximately by
T = 12400- 11. 4(90-<?>1 f4°° \ (2-8)
S
 V/MHz/
where the first factor is a linear interpolation between the peak values (-70 K)
of Figure 2-4.
Combining all factors discussed, the formula for the system noise
temperature, T, is given by
T = 70 +15.36 f +[2400 -16(90 -•]*)] - kelvms (2-9)
2. 2 TRANSMISSION FREQUENCY
The models for the link factors discussed to this point all have
frequency as a parameter. These models as expressed by Equations 2-1,
2-6, and 2-9 have been combined to yield Figure 2-6 for three nominal condi-
tions. These curves do not reflect the effect of space loss which occurs when
the antenna gains on each vehicle are fixed Thus, Figure 2-6 represents the
predesign situation where the probe has a fixed gain and antenna pattern and
the spacecraft is assumed to have the capability to provide a constant effec-
tive aperture This could be implemented with an electronically despun
antenna on the current Pioneer spacecraft baseline concept. For this case,
i.e. , constant gam with constant aperture, the combination of spaceloss and
spacecraft antenna gain remains constant with frequency, leaving only the
effects shown in Figure 2-6 as a function of frequency.
Referring to this figure, the rapid rise at lower frequencies is due to
ionospheric scintillation and synchrotron noise while the more gradual rise
at higher frequencies is due to atmospheric attenuation. Although a constant
aperture antenna would probably result in an increase at higher frequencies
in system noise than that indicated in Figure 2-6 due to a greater planet
2-11
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noise contribution, this effect would be relatively small. Thus, if data to
30 bars is emphasized, a frequency in the range 1000 to 1700 MHz should be
selected. Tf data to 10 bars is emphasized, then a frequency in the larger
range 1200 to 2400 MHz will be appropriate. These ranges represent
approximately v. 5 dB variation in link performance.
2.2.1 Fixed Gain Antennas
A straightforward approach to selecting antenna patterns is to investi-
gate the range of possible trajectories for the spacecraft and probe and then
select patterns, fixed relative to each vehicle, which will accommodate a
nominal trajectory. The fixed patterns are equivalent to fixed gains and the
result is that a "space loss'1 factor must be added to the link degradations
proportional to the square of the frequency. That is, for fixed antenna pat-
terns (gain) on both the spacecraft and probe, the link capacity is inversely
proportional to the square of the frequency. Figure 2-7 shows the result.
Note that the addition of space loss has caused the curves to rise more
rapidly at higher frequencies resulting in sharper minima. For this case,
it appears that the transmission frequency should be chosen from the range
550 to 900 MHz.
The current baseline approach to the probe mission is to employ
fixed gam antennas. The selection of pattern beamwidths is discussed later.
In order to allow use of a hight-r frequency for doppler measurement twice
that of the data carrier (see Section 4), the choice of 600 MHz in the lower
end of the above range has been made. From Fie^ire 2-7, this appears to
be a near optimum choice for maximizing link capacity to pressure depths
of 30 bars if the nominal environmental models employed here are accurate.
2. 3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION FACTORS
The objective of the link analysis is to develop the capability to
choose a system implementation and to select a preliminary nominal imple-
mentation. System implementation refers to the system parameters which
determine the link performance during the execution of the probe mission.
Specifically these factors are:
1) Transmissioi frequency
2) Receiver noise temperature
3) Probe transmitter power
4) Spacecraft antenna beamwidth
5) Spacecraft squint angle
6) Probe antenna beamwidth
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7) Spacecraft periapsis distance
8) Probe lead time (between entry and spacecraft periapsis)
The first factor has been discussed above and the others are discussed below.
To aid in selecting these system design parameters, a previously
developed computer program was modified to compute the link capacity as a
function of time. The computation takes into account the time varying geo-
metrical relationship between the spacecraft and probe and then computes
the link budget parameters including antenna gams, space loss, system
noise temperature, scintillation margin, and atmospheric attenuation.
The latter three environmental factors have been discussed above in
subsection 2. 1. This section discusses the other factors in the link
computations.
2.3.1 Receiver Noise
Subsection 2. 1. 3 discusses the frequency dependence of receiver
noise, and Equation 2-7 represents an approximation used for the parametric
trades of this study. For 600 MHz, the temperature given by Equation 2-7
is 273°K. This corresponds to a 3 dB noise figure and represents a good
quality receiver at 600 MHz. This value was used in the link computations.
2 .3 .2 Transmitter Power
The baseline value for probe transmitter power has been taken as
60 watts. The power reflects directly on the link capacity, but, inasmuch as
this study emphasized the factors such as trajectory parameters and antenna
patterns, whose effects on link performance were less obvious, the baseline
value was used in all link computations.
2. 3. 3 Probe Antenna Pattern
A simple expression was employed, representative of broad beam
antennas.
r /« -
 n \T2Icos (P sin 6 )
Gain r G(6 ) = G . ^ Mp pkp [ cos ep J
where
0 = probe aspect angle (see Figure 2-8)
G , = peak gam = 27000/^\- pkp p
fy = half power beamwidth, degrees
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cos"1 [cos (4 I2)l\ri]
a _ _ P _
~
sin
Z.3.4 Spacecraft Antenna Pattern
As with the probe antenna.
Gain = G(B ) = G ,
o pko
where
cos (P sin 3 )
o o
cos G
o
-
Gpko
6 = [spacecraft aspect angle - squint angle] (see Figures 2-8 and 2-3)
, . 27000
=
 Peak Sain = 360-4T
v)j = half power beamwidth, degrees
cos"1 [cos (ip /2)/\/2]
Po = sm (v|i 12)
The pattern is axially symmetric about the spacecraft spin axis (see
Figure 2-3).
2. 4 LINK STUDIES AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to study the effect of the many system factors on the probe-
to-spacecraft link, transmission distance, antenna gains, system noise
temperature, ionospheric scintillation, and atmospheric attenuation wer..
computed as a function of time. The design parameters which can be varied
are the probe antenna pattern (bearnv/idth), the spacecraft antenna beam-
width, and the angle (squint angle) between the spacecraft antenna bcamcenter
and the spin axis. In addition, the preentry approach trajectories can be
chosen as desired.
This study has concentrated on one interplanetary trajectory and two
approach tra3ectories, although the effect of changing periapsis distance is
shown. The parameters for these cases are listed in Table 2-2. The space-
craft remains in the equatorial plane but two different probe entry latitudes
were investigated. Entering at a 16° latitude (case II) decreases the
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radiation dosage experienced b\ the probe; ho«.e\er. as is shown later, the
result ing geometr% is i.nfav orablc, reducing communication l i n k capabi l i ty
because the transmission l ine of sight corresponds to low.- probe antenna
gain.
The measure of l ink performance for this stud\ is margin, i .e. ,
excess capability based on nominal equipment and demodulation parameters.
The nominal parameters used in these calculations are listed in Table 2-3.
All other factors a f fec t ing l ink capacity are t ime varying, depending on the
geometrical relationship of the spacecraft and the probe \vith respect to each
other and to the planet Jupi ter , its ionosphere, and its atmosphere.
TABLE 2 2 TRAJECTORY PARAMETERS
Launch date
Arrival date
Trip time
C3
v
»
Equatorial dec'mation of
asymptote
Spacecraft penapsis
Probe par,irnptPrs
Entry angle
Entry latitude
Entry angle o< attack
No rpouentation
With reorientation
22 December 1981
24 November 1984 (244G028 8)
1068 days
9015km2/sec2
5 79 km'sec
35°
18R,
7 5° at 450 km
Cds- I
8 1°
Case II
31 5°
100°
TABLE 2 3 COf 1MUMCATION SYSTEM PARAMETERS
1) Probe transmitter power
2| Line and polarization loss
3) Transmission frequency
4) Data rate 150 bps)
5) Processing loss
6) Eh N0 foi Pe -- 10 5
7| Requircrl power to no.se density (4 -*5 -»61
60 W
08dB
600 MH/
17dB
1 5 (IB
lOGdB"
29 1 dB H7
"Assumes noncoheieru FSK -..th coniolutiortdl cod 113
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2.4. 1 Trajectory Parameters
Figure 2-Q sho\\s the l ink margin as a funct ion of time for fov. values
of periapsis distance. The probe lead time, i .e . , time from probe entry to
spacecraft periapsis , was chosen in each case so that the margin at the
beginning of the atmospheric descent was pi eater than 1.0 dB but gave the
longest time from entry unt i l the margin reached 1.0 dB. The granula r i ty
in probe lead time used in the computations did not allow.- the init ial entr^
margin to be the same for each periapsis distance, but the overall effect
differs only shphtU for changes of 1 or 2 minutes. In general , smaller
probe lead times improve the margin immediately fol lowing entry (t = 0-f)
but result in a shorter descent transmission period and decreased preentry
margin.
Refe r rmp to Figure 2-°, it can be seen that smaller periapsis dis-
tances result in the f o l l o w i n g :
1) Greater preentr> link capacity
2) Greater initial descent l ink capacity
3) Shorter descent transmission time
For this studv , the value of 1.8 R, was chosen as the nominal v a l u e of
periapsis distance. I t r esu l t s in su f f i c i en t m a r p i n du r ing most of p r^ent rv
and descent and allows t ransmiss ion for more than 30 minutes of d.scent.
The probe lead time depends on the s q v i n t angle selected foi the
spacecraft antenna; this w i l l DO discussed fur ther below.
2.4 .2 Carr ier Freaucncy
This subiect has been discussed p i e v i o u s l v , but the resul ts of actual
l ink ca 'culations have not \et been shown. Figure 2-10 i l lus t ra tes the e f fec t
of carr ier f r equency . Note that for the p r imal \ rmss"in of atmospheric
descent, 600 MHz provides the greatest l i n k capacit \ . During o r e e n t r ^ . t h e
marpin with 400 MH' peaks s l i g h t l y higher but drops much more rapidly
just prior to entr^ .
2.4.3 Preentr\ and Ertry
The sharp drop in m a r p i n i«st before en t i y for all the curves of
Fipures 2-° and 2- 10 is due p r i m a r i l y to: 1) ionospheric sc in t i l la t ion and
2} increas ing distance b c t v e e n the v e h i c l e s , v ith the former hav ine the
greater e f fec t . Ab discussed in subsection 2. 1.2, a fading margin has been
added to the l i n k as an e f f e c t i v e degradation in oroer to compute l ink capacity
with a probabi l i ty of °° percent . The ionosphere has been estimated to be
3000 km in depth (ser R e f e r e n c e 2-2) , and the probe pntei s t>us region
approximatrK 4 n-inutes p i i o i to enterme the atmosphere. Thus, based on
the estimated e f fec t s of ionospher ic sc in t i l l a t ion as disc- ssed in subsec-
tion 2. 1.2, the link capacity decreases significantly ana rapidly during this
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period. Data t ransmiss ion ouahtv d u r i n p this short pi-nod prior to entrv
becomes less ce r ta in wh i l e , at the same t ime , it becomes more valuable.
The onl\ solut ion to iKs dilemma is to use a h i g h e r c a r r i e r f r e q u e n c y and
pro\ ide preater pain with the- spacrcraf t antenna. This mav requi re s teer ing
of the anUnna beam. This a l t e rna t i \ e was beyond the scope of this study.
Immedia tc lv fo l lowing entry into the atmosphere, the probe slows to
less than sonic speeds and its spin axis rotates so as to nominal ly para l le l
the local \ e r t i c a l . A l t h o u f h this occur;, du r inp a peiiod of about 1 minute,
for the pui poses of Unk computations. it was assumed to occur 'nstanta-
neously at t - 0. resul t ing in the discontinuities of Figures 2-9 ? d 2- 10.
Thus, dur inp the f i r s t 2 minutes fo l lovmg er t r^ , the l ink margin v ill tie
somewhere between the f inal preentrx v a l u e at t - 0 and the curves for nost-
ent rv . H o w e v e r , du r ing this period, communication is precluded b^ the
entr \ "olackout" phenomenon, thus l ink margin is academic onlv, and the
s impl i fy ing assumption of mstantanecus change at entry does not detract
from the l ink calculat ions.
2.4.4 Probe Lead Time
Computed parameters w inch aid in unders tanding var ia t ions in
performance are the range (dis tance between the v e h i c l e s ) , spacecraft aspect
angle w i t h respect to the spin axis, and the probe aspect angle a l so with
icspect to its spin axi*. These parameters are de f ined in Fi{,u:e 2-8. The
r e l a t i v e positions of the two veh ic les can be adiustcd b\ a spacecraft AY
maneuver; Figure 2 - 1 1 shows the ef fec t of this phrs inp on the range for
case 1 of Tc-blc i-2.. 'I he time of periapsis for the spacecraf t is measured
f rom prooi. «..nry, ana the time between these two t -vents , as mentioned
<ibo\c, is dflirK.d as probe U ad time. Fmures 2-12 and 2-13 show the time
\a i i a t ion of the two aspect anttle-s and Figure 2-14 combine-> all e f fec ts to
show the Unr. margin above the nominal required <='.unal-to-noise ratio as both a
funct ion of tirrf and of the r e l a t i v e phabing for two probe antenna beamwidths.
Xote that hr'r margin decreases rapidlv just before probe entr-,, reaching a
minimum at e n t i \ . and then increases for aoproximateK 20 minutes , follov e-d
b\ a f ina l decline as tbe pro je descends deeper and deeper into the ''ovian
atmosphere .
2 .4 .5 Spacrc ra f t Ante-in: Benmvidth
F i g u s e 2- \l s^ows tr.e e f f ec t of d i f fe ren t spacecraft antenna beam-
w i d t h s . Thr ordmate represents the d . f ference in hr.k marg in be tween 50C
and 70° beamwid ths and a 60° bcamwidth. A 70C beamwidth r e su l t s in s h p h t l v
l o v e r marpm i h n K c?oac i tv ) ..ntil late in the probe descent w h e n t '->p space-
c ra f t is near oeriapsis and airiost d i r ec t l y above the probe. A 50 c beamwidth
has the opposite effect and w o u l d penalize communication a f t e r approximated
25 minutes of atmospheric descent. Since probe s u r v i v a l time and power
source durat ion aie u n r e s o l v e d , the choice be tween 30° and 60° is not clear .
H o w e v e r , for the price of less than 1 dB, the 60° beamwidth w i l l accommodate
a longer descent and /o r greater e r ror in t r a i ec to rv phasing. Fui ther st'.dv ,
when mission details are better known, may indicate a preferred bcamwidth
between 50 : and o O " , but for the purposes ol preliminary system definit ion,
uO° appears appropriate.
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2.4.6 Spacecraft Antenna Squint Angle
Figure 2-16 shows the difference in link margin \v'iich occurs
between squint angles of 35 °, 45 °, and 55 °. A squint angle of 35 ° provides
a slight advantage to precntry and early descent but penalizes descent beyond
approximately 8 minutes. A squint angle of 55° penalizes the communication
link until about 10 minutes after entry and improves the link by about 2 dB at
30 minutes. In order to enhance data return from deeper in the atmosphere,
the squint angle should he in the range of 45 ° to 55 °. Figure 2- 17 may be
compared to Figure 2-9; the only differences being the squint angle and two
of the probe lead times. Note that for a 1.8 R, periapsis distance, the post-
entry margin is higher and preentry margin is lower for a squint angle of
50° with the probe lead time shown. A larger probe lead time will equalize
the peak margins for both pre- and postentry, b.t, 1) the initial postentry
margin will be lower, and 2) the time of positive margin will be longer.
Thus, there appears to be a range of squint angles from 45 ° to 55 ° and
probe lead times from 24 to 27 minutes from which a best combination may
be chosen. A nominal choice for a baseline mission corresponds to the
center curve of Figure 2-14; squint angle = 45° and probe lead time =
26. 7 minutes.
2. 4. 7 Probe Beamwidth
Figure 2- 18 compares three different probe beamwidths. Compared
to 80°, a larger beamwidth of 90° results in poorer performance over both
preentry and descent periods. However, a smaller beamwidth of 70°
improves performance over most of the region of interest. Since energy
limits may restrict the beginning of transmission to 10 minutes or less
before entry, a beamwidth of 70° may be most appropriate. This can also
be seen in Figure 2-14 where the link margin for both a 70° and ° Dc probe
beamwidth is shown. The 70" beamwidth results in better link performance
except for the period between 20 and 10 minutes prior to entry as is shown
in Figure 2-18.
Another consideration is the timing error; however, from Fig-
ure 2-14 it can be seen that for different probe lead times, a probe beam-
width of 70° is as good or better than one of 80° except for a portion of the
preentry period.
2.4.8 Higher Latitude Entry
Because of the radiation environment which is most severe at the
magnetic equator, it has been proposed that the probe enter at a higher
latitude. Case II of Table 2-2 corresponds to an entry latitude of 16",
which without a spacecraft reorientat 'on prior to release results in an entry
angle of attack of 31. 5 °. For aerodynamic reasons, an angle of attack of
10° or less is desired so both cases w e r e considered.
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The primary d i f f e rence between a 3C and 16" latitude entr \ is the
much larger probe aspect angle which occurs in the latter case if the space-
craft remains in the equatorial plane. This is i l lustrated in Figure 2- 19.
From Figure 2-20, \\hich shows the link margin histor\ for this case, it
can be seen that the l ink performance will be unsa t i s fac to ry for the param-
eters of Table 2-3.
If the spacecraft is placed in the plane of the probe t rajectory, then
a higher lat i tude entry mav be achieved \vith acceptable corrmumcation
performance. The probe aspect angle and l ink margin histories are sho\\n
in Figures 2-21 and 2-22.
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2. 5 COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The above discussion has indicated that the environmental factors and
antenna patterns can be modeled for machine computation to determine link
capacity as a function of time. Then, given quantitative and/or qualitative
criteria, a set of optimum system design parameters can be chosen.
A representative set of criteria might be:
1) Equalize peak capacity for both pre- and postentry.
2) Initial postantiy margin must be greater than 1.0 dB.
3) Maximize the period of positive postentry margin, but not to be
less than 30 minutes.
One set of parameters, not necessarily optimum, meeting these
criteria are as follows:
1) Spacecraft periapsis distance = 1.8 R
Z) PJ obe lead time = 26.7 minutes
3) Spacecraft antenna oeamwidth = 60°
4) Spacecraft squint angle = 45°
5) Probe antenna beamvvidth = 7 0 "
Sr
When antenr.a constraints are more clearly defined, a f iner variation of these
parameters mav, lead to a moi e optimum choice, i.e., may increase link
capacity.
In conclusion, it should be pointed out that there is considerable
uncertainty in two of the environmental factors which significantly affect
link capacity: ionospheric scintillation and synchrotron noise. Richard Woo
in Reference 2-4 has statr d that his estimate of scintillation has only order-
of-magnitude accuracy. More recent analysis of Pioneer 11 data has led him
to increase his confidence to within a factor of two or three. A factor of
two or three greater (multiplied directly to the decibel fading loss) would
greatly reduce the capacity of the l ink and probably require higher frequen-
cies. Also the fading model used by Woo may be questioned at much higher
levels. Synchrotron noise has been scaled from relatively crude, but best
available, measurements at 10 and 21 cm wavelengths (see Reference 2-8).
These environmental uncertainties overshadow all link analysis, including
that discussed above, and raise the question of the viability of this link
except for very low data rates less than 10 bps. Somewhat more accurate
measurements of the synchrotron noise are possible with earth-based
antennas, but ionosphere measurements require transmissions from flyby
spacecraft and no more such missions to Jupiter are planned prior to design
commitments to a probe mission.
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The solution of this dilemma is not cleir, but will probably require
some combination of risk acceptance and communication link overdesign or
the use of higher frequencies and higher gain antennas.
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3. SYSTEM CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
The previous section has discussed the selection of the overall
commjnication link parameters. This section describes very briefly a
design concept for a probe preentry communication subsystem to be used
exclusively for preentry and jettisoned prior to entry. This system has the
capability for optional dual frequency transmission to allow doppler measure-
ments at two frequencies. Such measurements would allow more accurate
determination of the ionosphere structure, eliminating the need for accurate
knowledge of the probe carrier frequency.
In considering modulation, it was felt that a discrete carrier with a
data subcarrier would simplify the spacecraft receiver and allow more
accurate doppler measurement. Referring to Table 2-3, biphase FSK was
assumed as a baseline for the link margin calculations, but if s. discrete
carrier system is assumed with approximately one-half of the transmitted
power in the carrier, then the data power will be only 30 of the 60 watts
assumed in Section 2. This 3 dB reduction in transmitted data power can be
offset by using biphase PSK which requires approximately 3 dB less bit
energy-to-noise density. With this approach, the link margin calculations
of Section 2 apply to the system described here.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the design concept. The upper portion is the
data communication subsystem which, as just mentioned, corresponds to a
coherent link with a discrete carrier for doppler measurement and the data
on a subcarrier. The primary frequency is a NASA standard, the same as
on MJS and Pioneer Venus. The result of multiplication is an output carrier
frequency of approximately 573 MHz (close to the recommended 600 MHz).
The lower portion of the block diagram represents the functions for
producing an RF carrier at 1146 MHz (twice the above frequency). The
power amplifiers feed a dual frequency microstrip antenna, and a direc-
tional fi l ter in the high frequency line isolates the output stages The
physical parameters are listed at the lower left of Figure 3-1. The values
for power correspond to the 60 and 30 watts for the respective sections.
'I These estimates were determined from more detailed estimates for each of
the major functions.
•t The question of antenna implementation is not clear, but presents
i one of the greater difficulties if two frequencies are to be transmitted.
Placing two antennas on the probe with less than a wavelength between them
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will result in mutual interference and/or difficult antenna configurations in
order to produce nearly identical radiation patterns. Although it is feasible
to put two crossed dipole or helical antemas on a rear mounted package,
the microstrip offers the potei rial for dual frequency operation. ' Because
it is employed in the current baseline probe and offers a convenient configu-
ration for this application, it has been selected for this concept for dual
frequency use. Further analysis is required to determine its specific dual
frequency performance.
Figure 3-2 illustrates a concept for mounting the antenna, communica-
tion, science, and other equipment on a probe, with minimum impact on
probe design. The support structure attaches to the baseline probe at the
three points used for attaching the combined vehicle to the orbiter. This is
the only required contact with the probe, and these attach points must be
designed to accommodate two separations: o*:e from the orbiter and one to
jettison the preentry package just prior to entry. The equipment is shown
conceptually as three conformal sections, but will, in all likelihood, consist
of considerably more individual boxes mounted on the support structure.
The system of Figure 2-1 will require about 20 to 25 percent of the support
structure capacity. The remainder is available for batteries, science, and/
or data handling equipment. Figure 3-3 illustrates this concept with a back
and side view.
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FIGURE 3 1 PROBE REENTRY COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM
A. E. Kuhlman, Microstrip Antenna Study for Pioneer Saturn/Uranus
Atmosphere Entry Probe, McDonnell Douglas Report for NASA ARC under
Contract NAS 2-7328, May 1974.
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4. DOPPLER MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS
4. 1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Accurate measurement of the doppler shift of the probe transmitted
signal will provide a means for determining properties of the ionosphere
and may aid in postmission letermmation of the probe descent trajectory and
impact point. The purpose of this task was to investigate the sources of
error in measuring the doppler shift of the carrier frequency transmitted by
the probe. The measurement error results from: 1) error in the estimate
of the probe transmitted frequency, 2) receiver frequency measurement
error, and 3) error produced by the transmission environment. By limiting or
minimizing the first two sources, the third can be estimated and used to
derive information on the propagation environment. Estimation of the probe
transmitted frequency is limited by attainable accuracy performance of
space-qualified quartz oscillators; however, considerable latitude exists in
configxiring the spacecraft receiver for accurate determination of the
received frequency. This investigation has considered both subjects but has
emphasized the receiver performance.
The accuracy of the frequency measurement depends primarily on the
fidelity of the receiver generated replica of the actual received f iequency as
well as the accuracy with v,hich the replica frequency can be measured. The
major error in determining the received frequency results from receiver
tracking performance limitations due to noise, doppler, and scintillation.
The doppler exti actor and counter/resolver error contribution may be made
relatively insignificant, so that receiver tracking performance is the major
contribution to frequency measurement error. A computer simulation was
developed employing the SYSTID time domain simulation software available
at Hughes to determine the tracking performance of an appropriate designed
carrier tracking receiver in the Pioneer Jupiter Orbiter Probe (PJOP)
doppler and scintillation environment. The most severe expected doppler
environment and conservative estimates of scintillation \\ere assumed. A
double heterodyne carrier tracking phase-locked receiver \\ith bandpass
limiting was taken as the basis of this computer simulation, corresponding
to the system described in the previous section, where a discrete carrier
is employed with data modulated on a subcarrier outside the carrier loop
bandwidth. A carrier tracking loop SNR corresponding to 10 dB in the two-
sided loop threshold noise bandwidth u.as assumed. For a typical
4-1
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doppler measurement time of 0. 10 second and a scintillation bandwidth
of 0. 10 Hz, the receiver doppler measurement error is approximately
2. 3 Hz.
4.2 PROBE TRANSMITTER OPTIONS
Error in the probe transmitted frequency estimate contribi tes directly
to error in the one-way doppler measurement. A one-way doppler measure-
ment accuracy of several Hertz requires fractional Hertz accuracy in the
probe transmitted frequency estimate. The probe frequency must be known
to the required accuracy over the approximately 30 minute preentry com-
munication period occurring some 50 days after probe-bus separation. During
the 50 day coast period, the probe is dormant except for a warmup period
(of critical duration) prior to the operating period. This performance
approaches state of the art for quartz oscillators and may be the ultimate
limitation in achievable one-way doppler measurement accuracy.
Atomic as well as quartz frequency standards have been investigated.
Space-qualified atomic frequency standards have been developed in connection
with the Air Force NAVSTAR Global Positioning System. Weight, volume,
power, and relative stability of quartz and atomic frequency standards are
compared in Table 4-1 (Reference 4-1). The values shown for quartz and
rubidium standards are based on existing flight-qualified units. The cesium
and hydrogen maser valuer reflect present capabilities rather than existing
hardware. Despite their superior performance, atomic standards must be
excluded from serious consideration for use on P.TOP by their untenable"1
power requirements, weight , and uncertain reliability.
Existing space-qualified quartz frequency standards are compared in
greater detail in Table 4-2. Present capabilities are typified by the Mariner
Jupiter-Saturn (MJS) and the Pioneer Venus (PV) small probe standards. The
MJS oscillator represents state of the art performance for a double propor-
tional oven unit v.ith an extended warmup period. The PV small probe unit
is a double proportional oven design required to survive the deceleration of
planetary entry. The mechanical packaging required to assure entry surviva-
bility is not conductive to most efficient warmup and as a result, accuracy is
compromised. Greatly imprc/ed accuracy (see Table 4-2) could be achieved
TABLE 4 1 QUARTZ AND ATOMIC SPACE FREQUENCY STANDARDS COMPARED
Weight Ib
Power. W
Volume, ft3
Stability Af/f
Quartz (MJS)
25
15
004
1011
Rubidium Vapor
5
13
004
10 12
Cesium
30
25
04
10 13
H2 Maser
75
30
1
10 14
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TABLE 4 2 QUARTZ SPACE FREQUENCY STANDARDS COMPARED
Cost (5 units) SK.
Weight. Ib
Stability. Af'f
Accuracy, Af/f
Warmup time
Power
MJS
300
25
10-"
10 7
1 1 days
1 5W
PV Small Probe
150
075
10°
106
90 mm
14W
PJOP Preentry Communications
150
075
10 9
108 io2x109
1 5 to 20 hr
12W
in the same mechanical package as the present PV unit if the deceleration
tolerance were relaxed for preentry operation only, permitting more efficient
thermal packaging (Reference 4-2). Figure 4-1 based upon discussions with
Frequency Flectromcs, Inc., shows attainable frequency accuracy for such
a unit as a function of warmup time. Warmup power is a. constant 1. 2 watts
except for an initial 18 minutes at 5 \\atts. The critical performance param-
eter for one-\\ay doppler measurement is accuracy. Stability in excess of
accuracy is useful only if calibration can be performed with commensurate
precision.
Three options \\ere considered for achieving the required performance:
1) Provide required accuracy from launch to end of mission with
commensurate stability o\er the preentry communication period.
The most accurate existing space-qualified quartz frequency
standard is the MJS unit w h i c h is capable of I0-~i accuracy over
3 years u ith an 11 day warrmip period. For the nominal carrier
frequency of 600 MHz A f / f = 10-7 represents a frequency uncer-
tainty of 60 Hz and a corresponding R uncertainty (at 600 M1U) of
30 m/sec. Insufficient accuracy and prohibitive warrmip energy
preclude this approach.
2) A second approach, suggested for PV postmission calibration of
the small probe oscillator, has been shown by analysis to provide
frequency calibration to the limit of oscillator stability ( A f / f =
10-9) by postmission analysis of received frequency and ephemeris
data (Reference 4-3). The orobe-carth asymptotic velocity, \
 o»
is accurately estimated from two-way DSN tracking of the bus and
probe release conditions. The probe-bus acceleration during the
preentry descent, derived from postmisston analysts of received
frequency data, is then used in conjxinction wi th VQ to estimate
probe-earth velocity \ersus time during the descent
V = VQ + at
The transmitted frequency may then be determined from
V =
4-3
Warm-Up Tine, Minutes
FIGURE 4-1. PJOP QUARTZ OSCILLATOR ACCURACY VERCUS
PRE COMMUNICATION WARMUP TIME
(AT 1 2 WATTS INPUT POWER)
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The accuracy of this calib-ation technique depends on the
existence of the di rer* probe-earth link. Probe-earth acceleration
detei mined from
d(fj ^ ^ dry
a
 " dt ft ' f 2 dt
during the low acceleration (<6 m/sec ) portion of the probe
descent introduces a small error in V since Vo » at and Vo is
known to relatively high accuracy from DSN tracl'irg. This
method is not applicable to the PJOP mission as presently
envisioned, since a direct probe-earth link is required for
accurate determination of the relative t ransmit ter- receiver
velocity.
3) A third and feasible approach is to calibrate the probe oscillator
prior to separation from the bus in order to achieve required
accuracy when it is activated at preentry. Prior to separation,
the probe oscillator can be calibrated against the bus transponder
auxiliary oscillator, »vh ic r> , in turn, may be calibrated against
the DSN ground standard to an accuracy greater than 10.
Probe oscillator calibration could be accomplished either by a
direct connection to the bus doppler c o u n t e r / r e v o l v e r or via RF
coupling (which would v e r i f y performance of the doppler measure-
ment subs\stem as wel l ) . The lat ter option would minimize tl.i-
probe-bus interface. Since pro-, ision w i l l alreadv exist for
power t r a n s f e r to permit preseparation charging of the probe
bat ter ies , oscil lator w a r m u p and testing would use the bus power
supply rat'.er than d ra in the probe hatter}. Vendor discussions
indicate attainable frequency accuracy at preentry of A f / f - 1
x 1 Q& to 2 x 1 Ol- depending on prior \v armup time (Fipui e 4- 1)
(neglecting radiat ion c f fec s, wh ich car be correct* d for if the
radiation levels are known) . This performance would be attain-
able v ith a quar tz standard ha. me a mechanical package identical
to the PV small probe oscOlator but w i t h more eff ic ient warmup
characterist ics achievable bv more thermally e f f i c i e n t packa^.iig
appropriate to relaxed dece le ra t ion to le rance requirement..
4.^ OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT \SSrMPTiONS
The environmental parameters cr i t ica l to one-wa\, doppler measure-
ment include those w hich d ic ta te the des ign of the doppler tracl- in« sv stem or
affect its performance, as ve i l a^- those w h i c h contr ibute direct ly to doppler
error.
4. J. 1 Doppler Shift and Doppler Ra te
The doppler sh i f t and dopplei ra te for the probe-bus l ink arc functions
of the probe-bus trajectory phasing. Examination of various prob<--bus
4-5
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phasing*: acceptable from a communcation linV- budget standpoint indicates
that a typical severe situation is represented by Figure 4-2, which depicts
doppler shift and doppler rate for the 600 MI lx probe-bus link. Figure 4-2
indicates a maximum doppler rate of approximately 32 Hz/sec and a range cf
doppler sh i f t of 36 kHz. Conse rva t ive ly , more severe values of 40 Hz/sec
doppler rate and 40 kHz doppler sni f t have been assumed for t^e receiver
tracking simulation.
4. 3. 2 Scintillation Fm ironment
The exact nature and extent of the Jovian ionospheric scintillation
environment are a subject of some conjecture. The scintillation environment
for the receiver tracking simulation is based upon the analysis of Pioneer 10
data by Woo and Yang (Kefeience 4-4). The scintillation model reflects the
random fluctuations in amplitude and phase of the receued signal resulting
from the electron densit> i rregulari t ies in the ionosphere. The received
signal amplitude fluctuations are inferred from theoretical considerations
(supported by experimental evidence) to have a log-normal distribution.
The phase fluctuations have a gaussian distribution. The variance of the
log-amplitude fluctuations is given (for o"inj^ < 1) by
ff2 _ « „„«, - 2 ,.7/6 „ H/6
\vhe re
_
"inA ' °' °8 Cn
cn = structure constant
k - free space wave number
L = ray path distance through ionospheric irregularities
The upper limit of Cn determined by Woo from Pioneer 10 obser\ations is
cn = 5 x 10~° k m ~ l ' * . For L = 3547 km, corresponding to a conservative
worst case zenith angle of 45° {determined from probe-bus trajectory phasing
studies), the log-amplitude variance is determined to be
<r2 = 3.2 x 10~2InA
for a frequency of 600 MHz. The corresponding rms power fading given b\
F = ?\
rms
is
F = -1.55 dB
rms
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The corresponding power facing which is not exceeded more than one percent
of the time is
F,0. = -2.327 - F = -3.62 dB1% rms
The variance of the phase fluctuations is given by
** - 0 . 7 8 2 K 2 L o > / 3 c/ L - r^rad2
•where L is the outer scale size of the electron density irregularities. From
Pioneer 10 observations. Lo has been determined to exceed 6 km. For a
postulated value of Lo = 10 km, the phase variance is
o4
2
 = 10.94 rad2
The spectral distribution of the phase scintillation is critical to
receiver cai rier trackirg. Since the estimated pnase scintillation variance
is large compared to the loop phase error at vhich loss of luok occurs (it 12),
rapid phase \ariat ions v ould impnir or preclude carrier tracking. However,
for scintillation spectra bandwidth °mall compared to tracking loop bandwidth
(slow phase variations), the loop tracks the perturbed phaGe without significant
performance degradation. Both amplitude and phase scintillation are, in fact,
observed to !->a\ e iclatively narrow spectral bandwidths.
The -3 dB bandwidth of the log-amplitude fluctuations i» given by
f3 dB = °- 294 Vi
xvhere Va is the component ot ionospheric wind velocity transverse to the
line of sight path. V roo postulates a VA = 100 m/sec. The corresponding
3 dB bandwidth at 600 MHz foi a 0° line r>f sight zenith angle is
£ 3 d B = 0-06?"*
where L (2550 km) is t're vertical path length through the ionosphere at entrv
altitude (450 km). It wi l l be noted_tnat the bandwidth is relatively insensiti re
to zenith angle because of its 1 ,'\ L dependence. V.'oo asserts that the spec-
trum of the scintillation is similarly narrow.
4.3.3 Scintillation Computer Modeling
The scintillation Computer modeling is implemented by means of
domain sample d^ tn simx'lation us ing the Hughes developed SYSTID proc
SYSTID creates and executes n FORTRAN pi opram to simulate the time
•1-8
~T
TABLE 4 3 SUMMARY OF COMPUTER SCINTILLATION MODELING STATISTICS
Scintillation
-3 dB Bandwidth
0 10 Hz
10 Hz
°"lnA
0 1789
01789
°A
0 06929
08929
"A
003568
3568
Vrad
33076
33076
O-Q . Hz/sec
02070
2070
o£. Hz, sec2
01047
1047
response of a system described in terms of Us functional block diagram.
Normal distributions of log-amplitade and phase samples having a uniform
power spectral density arc derived by a gaus&ian random number generator.
The resultant phase and amplitude functions are then numerically filtered to
obtain the desired spectral distribution. The -8/3 power frequency depen-
dence theoretically determined by Woo (Reference 4-5) for both the phase
and log-amplitude power spectral density was closely approximated by a 9th
order Butterworth fiLer. A 0. 10 Hz scintillation bandwidth (-3 dB) corre-
sponding to Woo's theoretical estimate and a more adverse 1.0 Hz bandwidth
were chosen for the simulation.
The results of the scintillation simulation modeling are illustrated in
Figures 4-3 through 4-6. Figures 4-3 ir.d 4-4 are the distributions of the
actual simulation generated band-limited log-amplitude and phase data. It
may bp noted that the standard deviations of phase and log-amplitude corre-
spond to o- >• and a \^c^ calculated in subsection 4.3.2. The means of the
phase and log-ampli tude distributions arc s een tobe negligibly small com-
pared to their respective s tanda id delations. Figure 4-5, for the 0. 10 H?
bandwidth, depicts phase scintillation and power lading (due fo amplitude
scintillation) as a function of time o\-er a 2000 second observation period.
The power spectral density distributions of the simulation generated
phase and log-amplitude scintillation data are presented in Figure 4-6 for
the 0. 10 \\t. bandwidth case. The scintillation phase rate contribution
degrades dopplci measurement accuracy both by contributing a pseudo-
dopplcr component and through its effect on receiver tracking performance.
Table 4-3 summai i/es the s t andard deviations of the distributions of phase
and amplitude scinti l lation jatcs and accelerations (obtained by numerical
different iat ion of the simulation results) for the 0. 10 and 1.0 Hz bandwidths.
4.4 SPACECRAFT RECEIVER CARRIER TRACKING SIMULATION
4.4.1 System Configuration Assumptions
A double heterodyne carrier tracking phase-locked loop receiver with
bandpass l imiting lias been chosen for the spacecraft teiminal. The carr ier
tracking requirement is indicated by the 36 kHz variation in doppler shifted
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carrier frequency and the much narrower receiver bandwidth required to
achieve acceptable carrier replica signal /noise for doppler measurement.
The bandpass limiter provides adaptive loop bandwidth control, resulting
in enhanced doppler rate tracking and acquisition performance for loop
operation above threshold. The assumed discrete carrier permits a narrower
loop bandwidth for given tracking performance and simplifies analysis by
leaving open the choice of modulation. While allocation of power to the
discrete carrier reduces available data power, the carrier derived phase
reference permits coherent demodulation with up to a 3 dB enhancement in
data signal/noise. In general, the optimal allocation of total power between
the carrier and the data channel is determined by the functional dependence
of system losses on the modulation index. This dependence, in turn, depends
on the type of modulation used. In the interest of generality, a carrier sup-
pression of 3 dB (PC /PT - 0- 5) is assumed. This choice provides a
meaningful comparison between a (generally) nonoptimal discrete carrier
system with a coherently demodulated subcarrier and a noncoherent system
with data on the carrier. The relative 3 dB data power reduction, due to
carrier suppression of the former, is compensated by its 3 dB enhancement
from coherent demodulation (assuming that the demodulation loss due to noisy
phase reference is relatively small).
The IF and carrier tracking section of a general double heterodyne
receiver is shown schematically in Figure 4-7. If the IF filter t ransfer
function along the imaginary axis is locally symmetric about ±lwcamer lt
may be shown (Reference 4-6) that the carrier tracking loop may be repre-
sented by its low-pass equivalent (Figure 4-8). The equivalent input to the
low-pass loop is then the received carrier with frequency translated down-
ward by the ti ansmitted carrier frequency. The receiver carrier tracking
performance, with a genera] phase process input, may readily be simulated
in the time domain using the Hughes developed SYST1D simulation language.
The SYSTID input consists of a topological (block diagram) description of the
system in terms of existing (or especially created) SYSTID elements. The
SYSTID compiler then generates the required FORTRAN digital simulation
program and executes it.
4.4.2 Simulation Parameter Assumptions
The simulated second order carrier tracking loop incorporates an
active loop filter of the form
1 + T S
F(S) = —
which permits tracking a constant doppler acceleration. The time constants
TI and T 2 are determined by specifying loop threshold noise bandwidth, pain,
and damping. It is con' ement to define the Tausworthe damping parameter by
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where G is the total loop gain and the rms input signal is normalized to unity.
Loop damping factor is related to rQ by
It is conventu al to define threshold SNR as H
 Q = 0 dB in the two-
sided threshold loop bandwidth 2 BLQ, where
2 BLO =
For a loop preceded by a bandpass limiter, effective loop gain (hence, hand-
width) is a function of the limited input SNR. The foregoing expressions,
defined at threshold loop SNR, may be generalized if r is replaced by
•where JA = Qolo is the ratio of the limited amplitude suppression correspond-
ing to threshold loop SNR (To = 0) to the actual suppression. Ltmiter ampli-
tude suppression a \ersus limiter input SNR is plotted in Figure 4-9
(Reference 4-7).
ro is typically chosen to be tv. o for optimal doppler tracking perform-
ance at threshold. This corresponds to critical loop damping ( I,- I 12 </T) at
threshold. Total loop gain is determined by specifying the static phase error
(SPE) at the maximum frequency tracking offset
G - SPE
The maximum SPE has been somewhat arbitrarily chosen to be 0. 1 radian
(5.7°) at the maximum frequency offset of 20 kHz in order that the nominal
loop operating point be well w i th in the linear region. The resulting loop gain
IP 1.25 x 10?. The threshold loop bandwidth (2 BLQ) \\as chosen to assure
prompt initial acquisition. The acquisition SNR (in 2 BLQ) IS
1oA = '1oW + Aspace + Afade
where
r| .„ (= 10 dB) is the assumed worst case SNR in 2 B- _
A (= 1.24 dB) is the differential space loss between the
"
d
 \ \orst case and initial acqv.isition transmission paths
A, , (= 3.62 dB) is the one percent fade margin (Section ^)
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Acquisition time calculations assume an initial frequency uncertainty of
20 kHz (half the 40 kHz doppler range). The frequency sweep rate for 0.90
probability of acquisition of an encountered signal is given by (Reference 4-8)
(] . T1/2) (r /(i)
f =
vhere n is the SNR in BT » the actual one-sided loop bandwidth, rj is given by
o is the loop SNR referred to 2 B- _.
where
n
B L = B L O
1 /F is tne limiter suppression
The limitei sxippression is approximated (for l imiter bandwidth, B. >10 BT )
by < L
0. 862 -«- '1,
r i +n t ,
(Figure 4-10) (Reference 4-°) where 1 is the limiter input SNR, giver, by
T ^- (2 BLO/Bf) r|0 \\herc Bfc, , the limiter bandwidth v. as chosen to be 50 kHz.
Figui e 4- 11 depicts acquisition time (for P^ - 0. 9^) versus 2 BT Q \\ ith
frequency uncertaint\ range as a parameter. For a TO = 14. 86 dB and Af =
20 kHz, Fipure 4-11 indicates acquisition in approximately 0. 5 minute for
2 BLO - 50 Hz. This 2 BLQ va]ue was chosen for the simulation as a com-
promise between acquisition performance and transmitted power requirements.
With T!OA = 14. 86 dB (^0 .62) in 2 BLO (=- 50 Hz). T = H.23 dB (13. 26) in
an actual loop bandwidth BT = 100 Hz. Similarly, at the assumed miminum
opera tmRn 0 - 10 dB, n - 8^ 50 dB (7.08) in an actual loop bandwidth BL =
61 Hz
4.4.3 Simulation Input Character izat ion
The rcceuer simulation input is the low-pass equivalent of the actual
received signal. The low-pass equivalent consists of the doppler and scintilla-
tion modulation of the transmitted carr ier , corrupted by additive white
4-19
i;aussian noise Due to the disparity in time i>cale bet\\cen the doppler and
scintillation phase processes, a key assumption has been made in the repre-
sentation of scintillation in order to reduce computer run time. The period
of the maximum doppler excursion (±20 kHz) is 5 x 10"3 seconds. Within
each 360° peiiod of the tracked doppler signal, the simulated instantaneous
system time response must be calculated at sufficiently small phase intervals
to permit approximation of the continuous system time response function.
The period of the assumed maximum doppler frequency is 5 x 10~D seconds
(1/20 kHz). By contrast, the time scale of the scintillation (as characterized
by its reciprocal spectral bandwidth) is mar.y orders of magnitude greater.
In order to observe a statistically meaningful number of scintillation samples,
simulation for many multiples of the scintillation time scale would be required.
This v.ould be economically prohibitive. An equivalent alternative is based
upon the following considerations. Scintillation affects doppler measurements
both by its effect on receiver phase tracking and by introducing a pseudo-
doppler component to the input phase process. Since the time scale of the
•scintillation is long, compared to reasonable doppler measurement (averaging)
periods (0.01 to 1.0 second), the phase scintillation rate and acceleration
components remain essentially constant over a single measurement period.
The worst case (to a specified statistical confidence level) scintillation
effect may then be approximated by assuming that the corresponding adverse
scintillation induced phase rate and acceleration prevail over a singlt doppler
measurement interval. The input phase process thus perturbed represents
a -worst case for both trackmu performance and pseudo-doppler contribution.
Over a single doppler sample period, the lov, frequency equivalent
input phase process may be represented by
e = ft -f- 112 f t2
In rurn
f = D 4 xcr.
G
and
f = D 4 xog
where
D = doppler frequency shift
D = doppler rate
o- = standard deviation of d<}>/dt
e
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o-v = standard deviation of d O/dt
x = desired confidence level determined »o that the input scintil-
lation components \\ill not be exceeded with a probability of
0.99. (For a gaussian distribution of x = i. 33 )
In addition to the doppler and scintillation phase contributions, the simulation
input may include step increases in phase, representing possible electroni-
cally despun antenna phase transitions.
Similar assumptions uere made in the representation of amplitude
scintillation contributions. These result in a time dependent input signal
increase during the simulation period from the assumed worst <_ase of HO ~
10 dB. This effect accounts for the improved phase tracking noted in the
1 0 Hz bandwidth scintillation simulation results (Figure 4-17), The effect
of amplitude fading rate is relatively insignificant however.
4.4.4 Simulation Verification
The carrier tracking loop simulation has been verified by comparison
with key theoretical performance predictions (Reference 4-10). Tracking a
constant doppler offset (Au>) in the absence of noise results in the theoretically
predicted static phase error corresponding to input gain and frequency offset
SPH -^
•
Tracking a constant doppler rate (u>) in the absence of noise results in the
theoretically predicted t iue phase error
G
Tracking a zero frequency offset \ \ i th white gaussian noise input to the
bandpass limiter results in a t iue phase error distribution having the
theoretically predicted variance
ae
2
 * i/n
where 1 by definition is the SNR in B .
4.4.5 Carrier Tracking Simulation Results
The objective of the receiver simulation is to determine the doppler
error due to receiver tracking limitations in the PJOP scintillation and
doppler environment. The fundamental output of the simulation is the instan-
taneous true phase error defined by
8(t) = 6(t) - 6(t)
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\vhe re
G(t) = doppler phase component of the low pass equivalent receiver
innut signal.
A
0(t) = receiver carrier tracking loop estimate of the total low-pass
equivalent input phase (which includes pseudo-doppler due to
phase scintillation as well as actual doppler). The instantan-
eous doppler frequency estimate is
" - dT
The mean dcppler estimate over the measurement period is given by
,-T
A
dG
D = 6/T
The mean doppler estimate results from measurement of the received
freqxiency estimate for interval T by an ideal counter/resolvei .
Neglecting higher order terms (for 1/2 D t ... « DQ) the instan-
taneous inpxit doppler is
D = D + D t
o
so that the mean input doppler over the measurement period T is
T5 = D + D (T/2)
o
The instantaneoxis error of the receiver doppler estimate is
6 = D - D
The doppler estimate eri or includes the pseudo-doppler error
introduced by \vorst case phase scintillation.
The receiver tracking simulation results are summarized in Fig-
ures 4-12 through 4-17 for the assumed 50 I-U (2 BJ^Q) loop with a 20 M\&
frequency tracking offset and a 40 H/ / sec doppler rate. Figures 4-12 and
4-13 summarize tracking performance with no scintillation input Figure 4-12a
illustrates instantaneous loop phase estim tte error (from actual doppler
phase) versus time over an observation period of 0.40 second. Figure 4-12b
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depicts the average loop t rackinu frequency as a funct ion of tir.e over the same
period. Figure 4-12c plots the error of this a\erage tracHng frcciuencv, from
the actual average doppler frequency as a funct ion of time during the 0.4 sec-
ond obsf r\ ation period. Figxire 4-12d shows the standard deviation of the
error of the average tracking frequency from the doppler frequency as a
function of time during the observation period. Figure 4-13a and 4-13b
depict the distributions of doppler pha^e estimate error and average tracking
frequency error, respectively from the simulation. It may be noted from
Figure 4-Ha that the mean phase error (0. 104) is approximately equal to
the theoretically predicted value {<J> = T ]w/G) for tracking a constant 40 Hz/
sec doppler rate in the absence of noise. Similarly, the standard deviation
of phase error (0.331) corresponds closely to the theoretical value (a$ =
M ' ) for r)o = 10 dB in Z BLQ l'^ ^z^ xvith the assumed loop parameters.
The expressions for 6 and (rd2 ^ re strictly valid only for /;ero frequency
offset, in which case agreement with the simulated results is much closer.
Similar results are illustrated in Figures 4-14 and 4-15 for 0. 10 H/: band-
width scintillation and in Figures 4-16 and 4-17 /or l.C Hz bandwidth scintil-
lation. The 1.0 H/. bandwidth scintillation assumed in Figures 1-16 and 4-17
is very conservati%e based on present expectations and represents an extreme
worst case.
Comparison ot the true phase error distribution for 1 0 Hz scintilla-
tion bandwidth (Figure 4-17a), wi th that for 0. 10 H/. (Figure 4-15a) or no
scintillation (Figure 4-13al, shows that the standard deviation is smaller for
1.0 H/. This results from progressively increased loop SNR and corre-
spondingly improved phase tracking due to amplitude scintillation over the
0. 4 second simulation period. Loop SNR increases because the initial SNR
corresponds to rui assumed wors t case 10 dB in 2 B],o« Despite this
improved phase tracking performance, the doppler estimate error ?s signifi-
cantly greater for the 1.0 lit scintillation due to the increased pseuJo-
dopplcr contribi :ion.
Over a typical measurement period of 0. 10 second, the simulation
indicates receiver doppler measurement errors of Z. 3 Hz for 0. 10 Hz scin-
tillation and 8.6 Hz for 1.0 Hz scintillation, compared to a typical 1.8 Hz
with no scintillation. The assumed loop SNR on which these results arc
based repiescnls a practical minimum for Acceptable operation. For higher
loop SNR, doppler measurement accuracy in ihc presence of expected scin-
tillation (i. c. , bandwidth = 0. 10 Hz) would be enhanced due to the improved
phase tracking pi rformancc.
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4. 5 DOPPLER EXTRACTOR CONFIGURATION
The doppler extractor generates the counter/resolver input from the
receiver carrier frequency estimate. A postulated doppler extractor for the
heterodyne carrier tracking receiver is depicted schematically in Figure 4-18.
Assume that receiver frequency tracking is perfect (frequency lock), then
(Figure 4-18)
f2 = fx
\\here fx is derived from the free running local oscillator and i^ is the second
IF. However, {•* is determined by
f, = Nf - f,2 x I
\ \here f, is the first IF. See Figure 4-7. Since
fl = fREC ~ fVCO
at the first mixer output, the voltage controlled oscillator frequency is given
by
fVCO = fREC - <N - 1) fx
in terms of the received frequency, f R p _ . The doppler IF is derived by
combining fv/-/-x v. ith the local reference frequency,
f3 " fVCO " f REF
so that
f3 * fREC - (N - 1J '* - fREF
By adding f-j to
f4 = fBIAr + (N - »> fx
the doppler extractor output frequency
fXTR = fREC " fREF + fBIAS
is obtained. Thus, by the proper choice of f.j, the doppler extractoi output
is made independent of the free running local oscillator. The accuracy w i t h
\\hich the received frequency may be inferred from measurement of the
extractor output frequency is limited by the accuracy w i t h w h i c h f n p p and
fBIAS are known (still assuming frequency lock). These are both derived
by multiplication of the transponder auxiliary oscillator frequency (nominally
19. 1 MM/) w h i c h may be calibrated against DSK ground frequency "tandarcls
via the spacecraft-earth downlink. The calibration accuracy is expected to
be of the order of Af /f = 10~". This appioaches the limitation imposed by
the auxiliary oscillator short term stability.
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FIGURE 4-19. COUNTER/RESOLVER OPERATION
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The nominal carrier frequency (fREC) Ib chosen equal to the local
reference frequency. H'lth perfect frequency tracking and no propagation
effects (phase scintillation), the doppler frequency is given by
fdoppler = fREC " fREF
The actual extractor output frequency is, in fact, biased by f_ .
 c for twoDLA.J
reasons:
1) It is desirable that the counter/resolver input frequency always
be positive to avoid directional ambiguity.
2) There is an optimal value of the input frequency for best
counter/resolver measurement accuracy. The ideal resolver
performance is improved as the counter frequency is reduced
(\\ith respect to the constant clock frequency). However, trigger
error in both the counter and resolver functions degrades per-
formance if the counted freauency is too lo\\. Optimization of
the counted frequency is beyond the scope of the present effort.
It will be shown (subsection 4.6) that a counted frequency of 150
to 200 kHz (corresponding to the chosen 191 kHz bias and the
predicted range of PJOP doppler shift) provides an acceptably
small trigger error.
4.6 COUNTER/RESOLVER LIMITATIONS
The countei /resolver determines the doppler extractor output f requency
by measuring total phase change over a measurement time interval. Opera-
tion of the counter / resolvet is indicated schematically in Figure 4-19. The
counter measures the number of positive /.ero ciossings between the start
and stop count signals. The resolver determines the fractional phase be tween
the start and stop count signals am', their i espective next zero crossings.
That is, the measurement time interval consists of
+ T - TJj 1,
where
T- = time corresponding to the number of cloc> pulses occuiring
in the measurement time interval
T. = time interval between the start count signal and the f i r s t
clock pulse
T- = time interval between the stop count signal and the ne\t
clock pulse
Times T] and ^2 are measured by analog interpolation. TQ and T?
may be measured directly by the clock fi equency or w i t h increased accuracy
by pulse stretching. Using pulse s t retching, the actual Tj and T-, are
expended (stretched) by a precisely known factor . The stretched^times,
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Tj ' and T^', may then be determined with correspondingly incre ied
resolution (for a given clock frequency), and the actual Tj and T^ nferred
from them. Pulse stretching may be effectively implemented by"-; -jnng
a capacitor at constant current during T, then discharging it at a reu^ced
constant current over stretched time T1. Pulse stretching reduces the clock
count ambiguity (±1 clock count) by the inverse of the stretch factor.
Total counter/resolver error consists of resolver error, t r igger
error, and time base error.
Resolver error is the relative phase error in measurement of the
fractional cycles occurring during Tj and T£. The resolver time resolution
with pulse stretching is
At - TC/S
where
1., - period of the time base (clock frequency)
v-»
S = pulse stretching factor
For i measured frequency of period Tj--, At represents a phase error of
A 6 = —:— cycle
S1E
Using the transponder auxiliary oscillator frequency (19.1 MHz) as a time
base and the nominal 191 KHz doppier extractor outpat, the phase error is
191 x 103 0.01 .A6 -- 7- = —--cycle
19.1 x 10° &
Over a typical measurement period of T = 0. Or> stcond, the resultant
relative phase error is
A* 0.0 TE n. 01 .
 n. i n-6 / i ;
—— = —r— -=- = T- = 1. Or> x 10 /b
S (0.05) (191 x 10 )
Assuming a perfect time base, the nominal 191 kH/c e> t rac to r ci.tput could be
measured to a frequency '.mccrtaintv of
Af - (1.05 x 10"6) (191 x 10 J)/S
Af = 0.20 Hz/S
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Readily achievable pulse stretching of S = 1000 uould reduce Af to 0.20
x 10-3 Hz.
Trigger error is due to 1) trigger input circuit error and 2) noise
error. Typical input circuit error may be estimated in terms of input
signal slope. Consider an approximately 200 kHz trigger circuit input
signal to have an rms value of 100 mV. The maximum slope is then
m - E = 4 - / 2 x l 0 4 = 1.77 x 105 volts /sec
For triggei ing at the point of maximum slope the mean input trigger circuit
error o\cr a measurement period of T is
2e.
1
where ej is the input trigger circuit time error at each end point. From Fig-
ure 4-20 (Reference J - l l ) , ej = 4 x 10"" seconds. For T = 0 . 0 5 second
C] = 1.6 x 10"
Noise error for a sinusoidal input may be inferred from r igure 4-21 ( R e f c i •
er.ce 4-1U winch depicts wors t case single measurement error, e^, se r sus
counter input voltage SNR. The mean noise error is then
2 =
Tor SNR = JO dli (e? = 1 x 10"') and a 0.05 second observation time, the
moan 191 kHz measurement error is.
e2 -- 1 x 1 0
The total t r igcer error in this instance is
,-6
e - .
 J
 "c, -- 1 . 2 x 1 0 "
In conclusions, counter /resol\ er error in measur ing the doppler
extractor output may b** reduced to a re la t i \c lv negligible contr ibut ion using
existing methods. Using cxistmt; in tec ia tcd circuit components, it has been
estimated (Reference 4 -12 ) that tne associated counter /resolver weight uould
be less than 1 pound w i t h a pover consumption of less than 1 w a t t .
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4. 7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The major sources of one-\\ay PJOP dopplci measurement error
during the preentry communication phase are uncertainty in the probe trans-
mitted frequency and the limitations in receiver frequency tracking perform-
ance due to noise and scintillation. Doppler extractor and counter/resolver
error contributions may be made relatively negligible if the spacecraft
transponder auxiliary oscillator, calibrated against the DSN ground refer-
ence, is used as an onboard time reference. A suitably designed state of the
art quartz probe oscillator can provide transmitted frequency knowledge to
uithin 1.2 to 6 Hz (at 600 MH&) depending on allowable w armup energy. Fre-
quency tracking performance of a postulated phase-lock loop receiver in the
anticipated PJOP doppler and scintillation environment has been investigated
by means of a computer simulation using the Hughes developed SYST1D time
domain simulation language. The results confirm that \\hen the scintillation
bandwidth is small compared to the receiver carrier tracking loop bandwidth,
the effect of scintillation on received phase tracking is negligible. The
direct effect of scintillation on the measurement of probe doppler measure-
ment error by introducing a pstudo-doppler or phase-rate contribution may
be significant, depending on magnitude of that contribution and the relative
length of the measurement period. For this study, a carrier tracking loop
SN'R corresponding to 10 dB in 2 DLQ = 50 Hz was assumed. A typical mea-
surement interval of 0. 10 second was employed for \\hich the simulated
receiver doppler estimate error is approximately 2. 3 and 8. G Hz for the
0. 10 HA scintillation bandv idths respcctrv cly, compai ed to 1.8 Hz \Mth no
scintillation.
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5. ELECTRONICALLY DESPUN ANTENNA
Communication performance and/or capacity in the probe-to-orbiter
link can be enhanced, beyond that achievable u ith an axisym. netnc antenna,
by using an electronically despun antenna (EDA). This spinning antenna elec-
tronically phases the component elements such that the field pattern is focused
into a receiving beam pointed towards the probe. For this task, the EDA con-
cept v.as to be developed for the Ames Research Center, Pioneer Jupiter
Orbiter baseline spacecraft concept of the fall of 1975.
Specific requirements were: 1) an operating frequency of 400 MHz,
2) a minimum beamw idth of 50 , and 3) a minimum gain over the bearrwidth
of 7 dB. General de-icr coals were to minimize the impact on the orbiter,
minimize v eight, and provide high reliability.
The EDA configuration selected consists of 12 quadnfilar helical ele-
ments evenly spaced angular ly around a 137 cm diameter mountina ring. The
desired field pattern is achieved by activating and properly phasing five of
these elements at a lime, turning all elements on and off once per orbiter
revolution. The estimated mass for the entire CDA including electronics is
7.5 kg. Field pattern analysis indicates that a peak gain of 13 dB is possible
and that a cam greater than 10 dB for the majority of the probe mission can
be accomplished.
This section discusses the a r i ay element characteristics, the array
facto- computations, and the electronics implementation. Resul ts of cam
pattern computations are presented and discussed and the effect of the number
of active elements is shown. Computation of the phase change at element
switchings are also given.
In conjunction \\i th tins study, a methodology and computational capa-
bility \\as developed for uenerating conceptual CDA designs and optum/mc
them w i t h iespect to uivon constraints and i eqairements . Thus, a l though the
concept briefly summari/ 'ed above operates at 100 MM? and is c o n f i p u i e d for
a part icular spinning spaceciaf t , the a;v:>roach to EDA design deve loped for
this task can be readi ly applied to a different set of conditions and constraints
to develop an optimum design.
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5. 1 ARRAY ELEMENT
5.1.1 Design
Analysis of the trajectory ceometry and its effect on the probe
communication link indicates that the 3 dB bcamw idtli of the orbiter antenna
should lie in the range 50° to 70°. This bearrmidth requirement applies to
the plane containing the spin axis and the probe. For this study, an element
beamwidth of 80° \\as chosen to include the above range wi th additional cover-
age to compensate for any asymmetry in tne EDA radiation pattern caused by
the array factor and multiple scattering from the structure. This, beam-
width requirement can be realized by a quadrif i lar helix which is known
to be capable of providing conical beams wjth a bearm/idth that can be
controlled over a wide range. Thus a two-turn quadrif i l?r helix appears to
be a reasonable choice for the EDA elements. Figure 5-1 illustrates the ele-
ment design.
A quadr : rilar helix is in essence a four-element helical antenna. It
can also be described as two orthogonal bifilars fed in phase quadrature
•where a bifilar is a two-element helical antenna. Electrically, this type of
radiator provides efficient endfire radiation wi th high front-to-back ratio,
and excellent circular polarization over a broad angular region. Mechan i -
cally, it is simple and lends itself to a hghtx^eighl design that can withstand
launch and space environment. In this part icular design, the feeding of the
antenna is achiesed by the infinite balun method which employs a semirigid
cable as one of the elements of the bifi lar clement. At the feed point the
center conductor of the coax is soldered to the opposite helical clement. The
required phase quadrature between the two bif i lars is provided by the use of
a 3 dB hybiid. To simplify the construction of the antenna, impedance
matching w i l l bo implemented and integrated w i t h the hybrid.
3.1.2 Radiation Charac^ei istics
The design of the t \ \o-turn q u a d i i f i l a r helix (F iuurc 5-1) is based on
available design ciuvcs. However, measured radiation patterns and gain
characteristics of th is design are not yet attainable. Based on tho measured
radiation charcatenstics of a diffc rent ch sign nnd the assumption th.it the
gain-beainw idth product is constant, the I!DA element is estimated to ha\ t: a
7.75 dB peak un in and a main beam pattern as >-hov n in Figure 5-2.
5. 1.3 Construction and Weight
The IIDA quadr i f i l a r helix can bo const ructed v ith - anous tyies of
semirigid cable vound on n th in f ibe-ru las s tube. The choice of coaxial cable
w i l l be made on the 'jasis of i ig id i ty and t h e i m a l s tabi l i ty uf the a n t e n n a c le -
ment such tha t it w i l l .• i t h s t and • ibrations dur inc 'aunch and t h e r m a l cm i ron-
ment in space, T a b l e 5-1 ^ho\« s an e s t i m a t e d w l i g h t of t-ach n r r n % c l e m e n t
for v a r i o u s choices of rabies.
C. C, K i l g u s , 'Shaped-Conic.nl Radiation Pattern Performance of the P>ack-
fire Quadrif i lar Hel ix , ' L E T C Trans. Antennas and Propacation, v'olumc
AP-23, May 1^75, pp. 392-397.
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TABLE 5 1 ESTIMATED MASS PER ARRAY ELEMENT OF EDA
Type of Coaxial
Cable
0 141 in semirigid
(copper,
0 141 in spline
(copper)
0250 in spline
(aluminum)
Mass of
Helical
Elements, kg
0118
0095
0095
Weight of
Support
Tube, kg
018
018
018
Total Mass,
kg
0298
0275
0275
5. 2 GENERAL ARRAY ANALYSIS
The EDA consists of m two-turn quadrifilar helices equally spaced
and mounted on a circular structure of radius a. In determining the array
factor, the distances from the phase centers of each activated element must
be computed. A good approximation for the element chosen here is that the
phase center is at the midpoint. Now define a coordinate system such that
the x-y plane coincides \vith the plane containing the phase centers and the
origin is at the center of the circle containing the phase centers. The array
will be assumed to spin m a standard right-hand rule direction about the
+z axis. This coordinate system »s .llustrated in Figure 5-3.
Each clement is of length L and the angle bet\\een the boresight and
the / axis is (3 (sec Figure b-3). The angular spacing, or, between any two
adjacent elements is given simply by
360 , /ena - - decrees (b -1 )
m °
The radius, r, of the circle containing the phase centers is given by
r - a + - s in ( 5 - 2 )
The activated elements are phased such that the radiated electro-
magnetic w a v e s have the same phase alcng a l ine in the x-z plane which
makes an angle of
 tj \\ith the x-axis. The angle |j is called the squint angle .
One element \ ill always be \ \ i thin an angle of ±o-/2 of the x-axis, and
the angle betv een this element and the x-axis is defined as the lotation
angle, Y (see Figuie 5-3).
A representative observation ,xnnt, P, is defined in spherical coordi-
nates as shown in Figure 5-4. And it is assumed that the distance, R, to the
observation point is very large compared to the array radius, r. The \ector,
R, to the point P is given by
R = (x" sin6 costf + y" sin8 simp + 7 cos6) R (5-3)
where
R = |R|
The vector to the phase center of an element is given by
r = r (x cos Y + y sin Y.' (5-4)
\vhe re
YI = Y + o(-D i+1 (5-5)
Thus, the elements are ^numbered as shown in Figure 5-3 at any instant of
time. The unit vector, u., in the direction of the boresight of an element is
given by
u. = x cos Y- sinp + y siny. sinp + z cos|3 (5-6)
The tield intensity, F, at P(6,c") is> given by
n
F<0. o. Y) = £ A i cxp[ j (ks i ^ vj] (5-7)
\\here
s = |R - F| = distance from clement t to P (5-8)
A. = amplitude of field pattern in the direction of P by element i
v. - phase of signal at element i
k = ZTT/ \ - Z T T / / C (5-9)
n = number of active elements
The components of the field intensity can be leferenced to element 1.
P
F = expfj (ks , + v . ) ] £ A cxp [jk (s. - s.) + j(v - v )] (5-10)
* • * i f i * • i i i i
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Because R >» |r | an approximation \\ith negligible error \s
s. « (R - F) • |
and so
Si - Si = <71 - 7 i> * R (5-H)
Now
7j - 7i = r [x(cOs\j - cos\.) + y (sin\j - sin^)] (5-12)
Thus
s. - s. = r [sinB cos</> (cos-y. - cosy ) + sm6 sin<? (siny^ - siny.)]
i
= r sinfl [cos (Y, - V) - cos (\. - u?)] (5-13)
Each element is phased such that along the line in the x-z plane at an angle,
\i (squint angle), \\ith respect to the z-axi<=, the \\aves radiated from each
element are in phase. To produce this phasing set K(S I - sj) -f (vt - vj) = 0
and substitute 0 - |i and V = 0 in Equation 5-13 for Sj - sj. The result is
v. - v. = - kr sinp. (cos\, - cos^y.) ( 5 -14 )
The radiated amplitude intensity A^ is a function of the angle, •*>^, hetv een the
the boresight and R. From Equations 5-3 and ^-6
cos^ ~ ~i -7: = smp Sin6 cosfv - o) T cosp cos0 (5 -15 )
The relationship between A and i^ is shov n in Figure 5-2 \\hich can be closely
approximated by
A^s^H - (1.846 x 10'5) vf] - GO t) x^ (5-16)
\\here Gfc - peaU- gain of an clement.
From Equation 5-10
)F| - |£ A exp[jk(s - s ) 1 j ( v . - v )]! (5-17)
1--1 *
3- i
BACK FIRE QUADHIFILAB
| MELICIES-17 EQUALLY
SPACED
FIGURE 55 ELECTRICALLY DESPUN ANTENNA MOUNTED ON
PIONEER JUPITER ORBITER
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Then
s - s.) + j (v - \ 1] " (5-18)
i^l i 1 • i 1 •
and the array gain is given by
iFl 2GA = ^  (5-19)A n
5.3 DISCUSSION OF ARRAY PATTERN RESULTS
The previous ceneral analysis leaved all parameters unassipned, and
the only constraining assumption^ are that the ar ray elerrents are equally
spaced around a circle, with eacl element borosight lying in a p'ane contain-
ing the perpendicular to the circle through tne certer (spin axis) and the ele-
ment phase center. As described previously, in order to obtain numerical
results indicating the potential of an FDA, the number of elements chosen
vas 12. The cho'ce of this number \\as based on previous experien con-
cermrjg element spacing and array configuration together wi th the desire for
an even number of element^ due to electronics considerations.
The array location and configurat ion on the soacerraft is showr :n
Figure 5-5. The diameter of the c i rc le corresponding to the mounting posi-
trons is approximately I. 372 mete'' (54 inches). The length of the lements
as shown in Figure 5-1 is 5~. 15 cm (22.5 inches), thus the radiu., of the
phase -enter circle as cu-en by Equation 5-2 is
r = 0. 6S53 J- 0.2858 sin|3 meter
^nd, for p = 45 cor. esponc.»ng to the squint anpl t selection cf Section 2,
r = 0.8879 meter. With 12 elements, a - 30 . The radiation i- phased so that
in the direction Q ~ 45, <?- 0 a!l signals
 c' re in-phase, i . e . , ^ - 45°. F'JI these
parameters, the nntenns pat tern was computed C.E a func t inn of the angles, 0,
<f. and Y as def ined prjv:ous>ly and i l lustrated in Figures 5-3 and 5-4.
For given .alues of 0, <p, i.e., a iixecl probe posi*icn, ch?nge ir. \
correspond0 to spin niotion cf the oibiter . Refe r r ing to Figure 5-3, .t can
\>z see., that the orbiter position of maximui-i gair r'ep°i'ds on the number of
active elements, n. If the numbsr ic odd, the position ot maximum ;ain cor-
responds to -y = 0 and if the numbei of ac t i \e clement^ •= even, maximum
gain uccurs \\hen y = a/i. Figures 5-b, 1-7, r-nd 5-P show the maximum
gain as a function of 6 and <P fur n - 3, 4, and 5, respect ive ly . From thcoe
curves the half po-wei oeamwidth for & - 0 was detern^ined and plotxed ir
Figure 5-Q as a fi notion of the number of ac tue elements. In Section 2, the
results of trajectory studies are discussed, ?nd t is shovn ti!?; foi an orbiter
periapsis distance of 1 8 Rj, the orbiter antenna beamwidlh should be bc tw<_on
55° an~ 60° in order to maximize ovcral1 <-ommiinication link capabil i ty,
ihus, from Figare 5-9 it appears that five active elements w x l i «ive thi- best
performfjico.
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Figures 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 give the worst position performance for
three, four, and five active elements. Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the change
in gain as a function of the orbiter rotational position, 7, over a range of
aspect angles, 0, for n = 5 and <? - 0° and 10°, respectively. For various
combinations of 6 and i>, the lowest gains on these curves will be experienced
12 times during one spin of the orbiter and hence are the link design values.
Comparing Figures 5-13 and 5-14 and from Figures 5-8 and 5-12, it
can be seen that variation of the angle <S results in significant gain degradation.
If the beam center is fixed in inertial coordinates, which could be achieved by
providing a star reference, then probe motion relative to the plane containing
the orbiter spin axis and beam center will cause variation of P. To this vari-
ation must be added the estimated error in beam pointing. From Figure 5-12
it can be seen that for 6 = 70° which occurs late (=30 minutes) in the descent,
the difference between <P - 0 and V = -10° is approximately 2 dB. The vari-
ation of the angle V for a fixed beam position can be determined from trajec-
tory analysis to evaluate the effect on antenna gain. For trajectories where
the orbiter and probe have the same approach orbit planes, the variation of
the angle, V , is less than 2 . Thus the tfl = 0 curve in the figures is a close
approximation to expected available gain.
It may be noted that in Figures 5-8 and 5-12, the peak pain for <ft = 0
occurs not at the expected anple of 45°, but at approximately 41°. The
reason for this is, that although the element boresights are mounted at an
angle of 45° with respect to the spin axis, the combination of amplitude values
is greater along the direction corresponding to 0 = 41°, «? = 0°, than
6 = 45°. This occ'irs because of the circular neometry and the shape of the
field intensity curve shown in Figure 5-2. If the elements arc mounted so
that their boresights make an angle of (3 = 55° vith the spin axis, while their
signals are phased for 6 = 45°, </* = 0 , the peak t>ain occurs at 6 - 46°.
This is shown in Figure 5-15.
The effect of the element pattern on the array pattern is of interest.
For an element pattern with a 3 dB beamwidth of 60° and 10 dB peak pain,
the array pattern is shown in Figures 5-16 and 5-17 for three and five active
elements, respectively. These may be compared with T gures 5-10 and 5-12,
but note that the ordinate scales are different . The results are as expected,
the peak pains are larger, and the 3 dB beamwidths of the array are approxi-
mately 61° and 55°, respectively. It can be seen by comparing Figures 5-16
and 5-17 that the difference between employing three active elements and fr e
is small for this case. The purpose of presenting Figures 5-16 and 5-17 cor-
responding to a smaller element beamwidth (^:^her gam), is to show that the
element gain has an impact on how the arrsy is operated as w e l l as to its size.
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Further study is required in this area to determine an optimum combination
of: 1) the total number of elements, Z) the gain and field pattern of the ele-
ments, and 3) the number of active elements.
More complete antenna pattern data corresponding to Figures 5-6,
5-7. 5-8, 5-10, 5-11, 5-12, 5-13, and 5-14 is given in the Appendix.
5.4 ELECTRONICS
« »
5.4.1 Description
The electronic components of an EDA system are shown in Fig-
ure 5-18. The individual antenna elements have separate preamp/phase-
shifter modules located nearby. The separate outputs from the preamp/
phase-shifter modules, of which o/*ly five are on at one time, are summed
and carried to the UHF receiver. The phase-shift waveforms and the on/off
switching for the desired active elements are generated by a waveform gen-
erator module.
•» •
The preamps are low noise transistor amplifiers with approximately
3 dB noise figure. Hybrid or printed circuit construction would reduce the
gain and phase differences between units to the same order as the antenna
element differences, and minimize the phasing adjustment of system. J he
amplifiers are switched on and off upon command from the waveform gen-
erator, but are brought to and from normal operating voltage with a 50 ms
time-constant to prevent an instantaneous jump in the phase of the recewed
jignal. The phase tracking requirement is discussed in the section on phase-
jump and loop stability.
The phase-shifters are vr.vactor phase modulators, configured as
shown in Figure 5-19. The technique of using multiple high-pass sections
has been used in applications requiring \\ide (±180°) deviation and has yielded
low {less than 3 percent nonlinearity). In this application the phase-shift
required is ±200°. As in the case cf the preamp, hybridized construction is
preferred.
Following the phase shifters, the signals are amplified to overcome
the loss of the summing network. These amplifiers nsed only be on vhen the
corresponding preamps are on. The summing network IG made with cascaded
4 port hybrids and a three-way summer built with qu?rterwave matching sec-
tions, as illustrated in Figure 5-20.
The function generator block diagram is shown in Figure 5-21. The
spacecraft angle reference is integrated to produce sine and cosine outputs.
These outputs are summed in the phase-shift driver amplifiers wi th a
determined by the equation:
(cos0 ) sinut •*. (sin0 ) cos wt
6 = 0°, 30°, 60° 330°
n
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Single operational amplifiers are sufficient to produce each of the 12 output
signals. Each phase shift signal is used only during the 150° of the cycle,
while the element is on.
The on/off commands are generated by a clock which operates at
1Z times the spin rate. A zero crossing detector provides a sync signal to
lock the clock to the spin reference and reset a divide-by-IE counter. The
counter produces a BCD 4-bit output which counts from 0 to 11 over and over.
The phase-shiftei decoder has 12 outputs which each go to a low state while
their respective code is occurring.
5.4.2 Phase-Jump and Loop Stability
A change in the received signal phase occurs when the active elements
are switched. Examining Figures 5-3 and 5-4. it can be seen that the outer
elements (4 ard 5) which are being switched off and on, respectively, uill be
receiving the incoming signal at different phases when the transmitter is off
axis. The phase change as a function of the probe location angles is given in
Table 5-2 for the selected five active elements. Note that when the trans-
mitter is at the center of the beam, the symmetry between the entering and
leaving preamps gives no phase change in the signal. However, \%hen the
probe transmitter is off axis (tf * 0), the jump in the received signal phase
mu !• be tracked by the receiver's phase locked loop. To prevent a step
change in the phase, the entering and leaving amplifiers are slowly turned off
and on v. ith a controlled time-constant. This u.ould give a ramp-like change
in the phase of the signal, as opposed to a step.
Table 5-3 shows the phase change for three active elements and, as
expected, the phase change is greater with five active elements than with
three. This phase change occurs 12 timei every spacecraft revolution and
the receiver phase lock loop must reduce the phase error without significantly
degrading the data detection.
5.4.3 Physical Description
It is proposed that individual RF modules be placed close to each
antenna element and that these modules contain hybrid integrated circuits:
preamp, pha&e-shifter, and post amplifier. The major factor in the weight
and size of these modules is the outer housing.
The summing network \\ill be housed within the UHF receiver as will
the function generator. The function generator contains approximately 11 ICs
and may be fabricated on a two-layer circuit board.
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ut
:-(*NAL PAGE IS
Size, ~m _g_ Power Requirement
RF module 2 . 5 x 5 x 1 . 3 142 (x!2) 15 V at 32 mA (x5)
Summer 10 x 7.6 x 2 227
Function generator 1 0 x 1 3 x 1 . 3 114 ±5 V at 50 mA
Miscellaneous cabling - 227 -
2272 2 .75W
5.4.4 Development Considerations
The design of the electronics is straightforward and applies existing
techniques. The construction of hybrid 1C preamps and phase-shifters places
the burden of weight on the enclosure and the package weights more than the
circuitry.
The function generator is quite simple in its present f < t m . As
presently defined, it provides the logic to despin the antenna. With a 50 per-
cent increase in complexity, the antenna could be electronically scanned in
the plane of the antenna by varying the phase of the position reference signal.
The pattern of the antenna uould then shift around the spacecraft in corre-
spondence v i th the angular delay of the reference.
5.5 SUMMARY
An EDA has been described, suitable for the probe-orbiter link on an
outer planet mission. The system chosen as a model for this investigation
uses a two-turn quadrifilar helix antenna element. Twelve elements are
mounted on a 137 cm diameter base ring, concentric with the spacecraft axis.
Each element is tilted at 45° to provide the proper angle bias. The 12 ele-
ments drive 12 preamp/phase-shifter units, the outputs of vhich are summed
to a common output.
The system characteristics are summarized as follows:
Antenna element Two-turn quadrifilar helix
Element beamwidth (3 dB) 80°
Polarization Circular
i
• ' Matching/phasing 3 dB hybrid
Element gain 7 . 7 5 d B
Element length 57 cm
Number of elements 12
1
Angular offset
Number of active elements
Mount ring diameter
Peak array gain
Array bearrmulth (3 dB)
Electronics
The weight breakdown is as follows:
Antenna elements
RF module
Summer
Function generator
Miscellaneous
Mounting ring
No.
12
12
1
1
1
1
45° (Figure 5-4)
5
137 cm
13 dB
54°, <?= 0°
<40°. 9 = 0°
12 preamp/phase-shifters
Summer
Waveform generator
Mass, kg
Mass/Unit
0.28
0. 14
0.23
0. 15
0.23
1.85
Total Across
3.36
1.68
0.23
0. 15
0.23
1.85
7.5 kg
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APPENDIX
The following tables provide a more detailed description of the
antenna pattern. Tables A-l to A-6 shou. gain as a function of the field posi-
tion angles 6 and o (see Figure 5-4) for \alues oT rotation angle \ (see Fig-
ure 5-3) corresponding to maximum and minimum performance during a spin
revolution. Tables A-7 and A-8 show gain as a function of the rotation
angle, \, and aspect angle, 6, for O = 0 and 10°, respectively.
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